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Abstract14

In the study of subsurface seismic imaging, solving the acoustic wave equation is a piv-15

otal component in existing models. The advancement of deep learning enables solving16

partial differential equations, including wave equations, by applying neural networks to17

identify the mapping between the inputs and the solution. This approach can be faster18

than traditional numerical methods when numerous instances are to be solved. Previ-19

ous works that concentrate on solving the wave equation by neural networks consider20

either a single velocity model or multiple simple velocity models, which is restricted in21

practice. Instead, inspired by the idea of operator learning, this work leverages the Fourier22

neural operator (FNO) to effectively learn the frequency domain seismic wavefields un-23

der the context of variable velocity models. We also propose a new framework paralleled24

Fourier neural operator (PFNO) for efficiently training the FNO-based solver given mul-25

tiple source locations and frequencies. Numerical experiments demonstrate the high ac-26

curacy of both FNO and PFNO with complicated velocity models in the OpenFWI datasets.27

Furthermore, the cross-dataset generalization test verifies that PFNO adapts to out-of-28

distribution velocity models. Moreover, PFNO has robust performance in the presence29

of random noise in the labels. Finally, PFNO admits higher computational efficiency on30

large-scale testing datasets than the traditional finite-difference method. The aforemen-31

tioned advantages endow the FNO-based solver with the potential to build powerful mod-32

els for research on seismic waves.33

Plain Language Summary34

Seismic wave propagation is a building block for many geophysical tasks (such as35

forward modeling, inversion, migration, etc). However, solving wave equation is compu-36

tationally challenging due to its high cost. Traditional numerical solvers such as finite37

difference or finite element methods can be prohibited if large-scale 2D or 3D subsur-38

face models are to be solved. In this work, we developed a cost-effective wave propaga-39

tion method using machine learning (i.e., Fourier neural operator). Our proposed ap-40

proach can be used to solve wave propagation with multiple velocity models. In com-41

parison, the majority of other existing machine-learning-based wave simulation approaches42

only work for one velocity model. Numerical results demonstrate the high accuracy of43

my proposed method. Particularly, we tested our approach on an open dataset, Open-44

FWI, which includes a large number of velocity models with various geologic structures45

for different applications. We report the excellent performance of our approach by com-46

paring it to baseline approaches in terms of accuracy, efficiency, robustness, scalability,47

and generalization ability. This new wave propagation method would provide exciting48

opportunities for many subsurface applications.49

1 Introduction50

The last decade has witnessed the fast development of deep learning thanks to the51

enormous growth in computational power as well as increasingly ample data that is ac-52

cessible in many fields. According to the universal approximation theorem (Barron, 1994;53
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Cybenko, 1989; Hornik et al., 1989), neural networks are capable of approximating any54

nonlinear function satisfying certain smoothness conditions. Therefore, their high expres-55

siveness allows them to capture highly sophisticated latent patterns from data. Further-56

more, neural architectures can be exploited to learn the mappings between functions in57

the infinite-dimensional space. As shown in the work (Chen & Chen, 1995), neural net-58

works can effectively approximate continuous nonlinear operators. This universal approx-59

imation theorem for operators leads to the development of DeepONet (Lu et al., 2021).60

Under the dome of operator learning, another string of research defines the Fourier neu-61

ral operator (FNO) by a series of integral operators and activation functions (Li et al.,62

2020a, 2020b).63

The solution of a partial differential equation (PDE) is a type of complicated map-64

ping that usually does not have an explicit form. In this work, we intend to solve the65

acoustic wave equation as wave equation forward modeling is the engine of many fields66

of study that are related to wave phenomena. We take the full waveform inversion (FWI)67

as an example, which is a powerful geophysical technique to reconstruct high-resolution68

subsurface seismic velocity models from seismic records (Tarantola, 1984). It has been69

proven in the past decade that FWI is capable of meeting most of the industrial produc-70

tion demands (Virieux & Operto, 2009). However, the core of FWI involves numerically71

solving second-order PDEs (wave equations) twice in one iteration to calculate the gra-72

dient regarding the velocity update. The wavefield modeling step in FWI has a compu-73

tational complexity of O(N3) for 2D cases and O(N4) for 3D cases. Usually, hundreds74

of such iterations would be needed before the algorithm converges to a satisfactory ve-75

locity model. Thus, a successful FWI implementation induces tremendous computational76

costs in real-data implementations, and such costs will even dramatically increase when77

dealing with large-scale datasets. As more and more seismic inversion frameworks (Jin78

et al., 2022; Sun et al., 2021) perform forward modeling and the inversion concurrently,79

it is increasingly crucial to solving the forward problem accurately and efficiently.80

It has been an emerging direction in which deep neural networks are applied to ef-81

ficiently solve PDEs (Berg & Nyström, 2018; Han et al., 2018; Long et al., 2018; Malek82

& Beidokhti, 2006). This is motivated by numerous cases where the PDE admits no straight-83

forward numerical methods or where traditional solvers are computationally expensive.84

Under such a context, the solution to the PDE, which is a function of time and location,85

is approximated by neural networks. PDE-constrained frameworks (Raissi et al., 2019;86

Wang et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2019) impose the governing equation(s)87

as a constraint in the training since purely data-driven models may yield solutions that88

violate the governing equation. Nevertheless, these frameworks require that the form of89

the PDE be explicitly known. As mentioned above, the wave equation is of particular90

interest as it governs the behavior of seismic waves. As an instance, the physics-informed91

neural network (PINN) was applied to solve the wave equation in the time domain (Moseley92

et al., 2020; Rasht-Behesht et al., 2022). Most importantly, the frameworks above only93

solve the wave equation on a fixed velocity model. This is an obvious limitation since94

abundant velocity models are present in reality, and we expect a model to solve the equa-95

tion given different velocity models. Another direction aims to embed the PDE infor-96
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mation into the network architecture. For example, (Sun et al., 2021, 2020) harness a97

recurrent neural network (RNN) structure based on the finite difference of the wave equa-98

tion. Particularly, the sequence of interest is formed by the wavefield values that are con-99

secutive in time so that the time evolution of the wave directly depends on preceding states.100

However, the PDE information is not strictly imposed during the training. Consequently,101

it remains an open question whether the model can generalize to new datasets. Also, this102

framework relies on a regular mesh because it is built on a finite difference scheme.103

Aiming at building a mesh-independent solver incorporating variable velocity mod-104

els, we hereby turn to operator-learning-based neural architectures for parametric PDEs.105

More specifically, the wave equation is considered a parametric PDE which takes the ve-106

locity as a variable parameter, and our goal is to map different velocity models to their107

corresponding wavefields, governed by the wave equation. Notably, this work solves the108

wave equation in the frequency domain. Due to the scattering effects caused by perplex-109

ing subsurface structures (reflected by the perplexity of the velocity model) and the causal110

relationship between time steps, the wavefields in the time domain can be extremely so-111

phisticated. In comparison, the frequency domain wavefields exhibit benign properties.112

Specifically, the wavefields induced by different velocity models share common structures:113

they are composed of layers of “circles” centered at the seismic source position. The de-114

formed circles and other irregularities in a wavefield directly correspond to the features115

of the velocity model. In the frequency domain, the wave propagation is governed by the116

Helmholtz equation, which is the Fourier transformed wave equation along the time axis.117

The Helmholtz equation has been solved with PINN in a series of papers (Alkhalifah et118

al., 2021; Song & Alkhalifah, 2021; Song et al., 2021). In addition, the U-Net (Ronneberger119

et al., 2015) is applied in (Cao et al., 2022) to perform fast wavefield interpolation of dif-120

ferent frequencies. However, they all only solved the equation on a single velocity model.121

Inspired by the seminal work (Li et al., 2020a), we apply the Fourier neural oper-122

ator (FNO) to learn the wavefields based on variable velocity models. There are previ-123

ous works that intend to solve the Helmholtz equation using FNO (Konuk & Shragge,124

2021; Song & Wang, 2022), but these frameworks focus on other variable parameters,125

e.g., source location and frequency, rather than velocity. The most related work to ours126

is (Yang et al., 2021). This work applies FNO to perform time evolution of the wave127

equation based on multiple velocity models generated by the Gaussian random field, which128

may not yield geologically realistic features such as layered structures and fault zones.129

Additionally, the relatively low-frequency source wavelet has little sensitivity to the high130

wavenumber random scatters of the velocity models in their experiments. Hence, scat-131

tered events do not appear in the corresponding time domain wavefields under such a132

configuration, making the wavefield smooth and easier to predict than reality. Our work133

not only adapts FNO to approaching multiple realistic velocity models but also extends134

FNO so that it is capable of solving the Helmholtz equation in a multi-source-location135

and multi-frequency setting. To this end, we propose the paralleled Fourier neural op-136

erator (PFNO), where a group of FNOs approach data of different frequencies in par-137

allel. This structure simplifies the mapping by avoiding taking the frequency as another138

variable parameter. The resulting wavefields predicted by PFNO capture irregularities139
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in high-frequency data. In other words, PFNO preserves prediction accuracy while in-140

corporating multiple sources and frequencies.141

To validate our models, we implemented comprehensive numerical tests over 6 datasets142

from 3 families in the OpenFWI datasets (Deng et al., 2021). The first objective is to143

verify whether FNO-based solvers make high-accuracy predictions on the wavefields. In144

the single source location and single frequency setting, an FNO provides satisfactory re-145

sults from low-frequency to high-frequency data. However, it is not as impressive when146

multiple sources and frequencies are involved. In addition, a ForwardNet, which is based147

on an encoder-decoder architecture, is included in the comparison. In this case, PFNO148

outperforms FNO and ForwardNet in terms of both the mean-squared error and the wave-149

field visualization. Generalization is another important factor for model evaluation. To150

test the generalization of PFNO, we train a PFNO for each of the six datasets and test151

its performance on the other five ones. This cross-dataset generalization test shows that152

PFNO is able to generalize to unseen velocity models that share common features with153

the velocity models in the training set. Moreover, the wavefields are perturbed by ran-154

dom noise to investigate the robustness of the model. PFNO exhibits consistent perfor-155

mances under different levels of uncertainty. The last part of the numerical experiments156

addresses the computational efficiency of PFNO. We show that PFNO can predict the157

wavefield corresponding to a velocity model within milliseconds. Even after incorporat-158

ing the training time, PFNO dominates the “optimal” 9-point finite difference method (Jo159

et al., 1996), a standard traditional numerical method for the Helmholtz equation, in the160

case of large-scale inferences.161

The paper is organized as follows. We first give some background on the Helmholtz162

equation and FNO in Section 2. Section 3 follows to describe the FNO-based solver of163

the Helmholtz equation with variable velocity. Then, the performance of the models is164

discussed in detail in Section 4. Finally, we arrive at the discussion and the conclusion165

in the last two sections.166

2 Background167

2.1 Helmholtz equation168

Prior to an in-depth discussion of the proposed method, we first briefly introduce

the basics of the acoustic wave equation. Let (x, z) ∈ R×R denote a point in a two-

dimensional spatial domain. Specifically, x is the horizontal distance, and z is the depth.

Then, the two-dimensional acoustic wave equation with a constant density is

∇2p(t, x, z)− 1

v(x, z)2

∂2p(t, x, z)

∂t2
= s(t, xs, zs), (1)

where p denotes the acoustic pressure wavefield, v(x, z) is the velocity at location (x, z),

and s is the point source at location (xs, zs). The symbol ∇2 := ∂2

∂x2 + ∂2

∂z2 is the Lapla-

cian. Equation (1) describes the spatiotemporal pattern of how seismic energy spreads

out from the source. However, it is challenging to learn the time domain wavefield, given

complicated velocity models. Particularly, the subsurface structures reflected by the ve-

locity models cause highly nonlinear scattering effects, making the pattern of the time
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domain wavefields exceedingly complicated. Moreover, the temporal derivative induces

the dependence between snapshots of the wavefield at different time steps, which hin-

ders the training of a neural network. Therefore, we focus on solving the Helmholtz equa-

tion:

∇2u(x, z;ω) + k2u(x, z;ω) = f(xs, zs;ω), (2)

where ω is the angular frequency, and k = ω
v is the wavenumber. The quantify of in-169

terest is the frequency domain pressure wavefield u. This equation can be viewed as the170

result of applying the Fourier transform to the time component while preserving the spa-171

tial information. Unlike eq. (1), the Helmholtz equation does not have a temporal deriva-172

tive but revolves around frequency ω. Hence, the wavefields of different frequencies are173

independent of each other.174

2.2 Fourier neural operator175

The idea of the Fourier neural operator (FNO) stems from the Green’s function

of the linear differential operator L. Consider a linear PDE Lu = f , where u is the so-

lution to the PDE, and f is the external force. The corresponding Green’s function G(·, ·)
then gives the solution as an integral,

u(x) =

∫

D
G(x,y)f(y)dy, (3)

where x,y ∈ D ⊂ Rd. If there exists a function g such that G(x, y) = g(x − y),

eq. (3) reduces to a convolution operation, and G serves as the convolution kernel. For

a parametric PDE, the Green’s function also depends on the parameter. For example,

the velocity v is a parameter in the wave equation or the Helmholtz equation. In this

framework, the parameter is assumed to be a function of x. According to (Li et al., 2020a),

the kernel integral operator is defined by

(
Kθ(v)hi

)
(x) =

∫

D
κθ(x,y, v(x), v(y))hi(y)dy, (4)

where v is the PDE parameter, and the kernel integral operator is parameterized with

a neural architecture with trainable parameters θ in the parameter space Θ. Also, hi de-

notes a latent representation, updated by

hi+1(x) = σ
(
Whi(x) +

(
Kθ(v)hi

)
(x)
)
.

Here, W denotes a linear transform. Importantly, the neural operator consists of a se-176

quence of non-local kernel integral operators combined with the activation function σ177

so that it is capable of approximating highly nonlinear operators. In this sense, the neu-178

ral operator generalizes the Green’s function. However, it requires more effort to approach179

the convolution integral in eq. (4). Unlike (Li et al., 2020b) in which message passing180

in graph neural networks is employed, FNO leverages the convolution theorem which states181

convolution is equivalent to multiplication in the Fourier space. Therefore, FNO directly182

parameterizes the kernel function κθ in the Fourier space. Then, it Fourier-transforms183

the latent representations, performs the multiplication, and inverse Fourier-transforms184

the results back to the original space. In the implementation, the fast Fourier transform185
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(FFT) is used for Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform to preserve compu-186

tational efficiency.187

As FNO maps the parameter v to the solution u, it succeeds in solving PDEs with188

variable parameters. For comparison, frameworks such as (Raissi et al., 2019) only solve189

one instance of the PDE after fixing the parameter. Another advantage of FNO com-190

pared with (Sun et al., 2020) is it is mesh-independent. This is because FNO takes the191

coordinate x as part of the input. When the resolution of the discretization changes, FNO192

generalizes to unseen locations. Our work leverages FNO to simulate the Helmholtz op-193

erator ∇2 + k2 in eq. (2), mapping velocity v to the solution.194

3 Method195

Given multiple velocity models, we have the data denoted by {Vi, ui}Ni , wherein196

Vi ∈ Rnz×nx is a velocity model sample on a nz × nx grid. Of note, the location is197

represented by x = (x, z). In particular, x and z denote the horizontal offset and the198

depth, respectively. The label ui ∈ Cnz×nx is the frequency domain pressure wavefield.199

Our goal is to solve the Helmholtz equation numerically by learning the wavefield with200

FNO. For convenience, we denote the shape of a data sample by [nz, nx]. The velocity201

values are given on coordinates (x, z), x and z each giving a coordinate sample of the202

shape [nz, nx]. Since FNO incorporates the coordinates into its input, a complete in-203

put is a 3-dimensional tensor of the shape [nz, nx, 3], as illustrated in Figure 1. It is204

worth mentioning that the grid can be irregular as long as the velocity values match the205

coordinates. The last dimension contains v, x, z values, making it an analog to the di-206

mension of channels as in image data. Specifically, we have 3 “channels” here.

Figure 1: Data shape: an example of nz = nx = 3 with ∆x = ∆z = 100.

207
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The forward modeling is formulated by the following optimization problem:

min
θ∈Θ

1

N

N∑

i=1

∥∥ûiθ − ui
∥∥

2
,

with ûiθ = FNO(Ti; θ) and Ti = Vi ⊕Xi ⊕ Zi, where ⊕ denotes concatenation.208

In real-life applications, multiple sources at different locations are usually required.209

Seismic data simulated by multiple sources has a better representation (or illumination)210

of the velocity model compared to the single source case because different source loca-211

tions provide various incident waves that illuminate the same spatial position. Addition-212

ally, multi-frequency simulation is essential as well. Lower frequency components in the213

data are only sensitive to the longer wavelength parts of the velocity model, which rep-214

resents the smoothed background. In comparison, higher frequencies are more sensitive215

to the shorter wavelengths, which represent the sharp scatters in the velocity model. Thus,216

the model should be capable of solving the Helmholtz equation with multiple source lo-217

cations and multiple seismic frequencies in order to have an accurate seismic data rep-218

resentation of the velocity model. Accordingly, FNO incorporates xs, ω as another two219

variable parameters. Regarding the source location, we use binary encoding: the source220

locations are encoded by 1, whereas all other locations are 0. On the other hand, the fre-221

quency is set as a constant across the spatial domain since it relies on neither the coor-222

dinates nor the velocity. As a result, a data sample ends up in the shape [ns, nω, nz, nx, 5].223

A naive way of training is to feed these 5-dimensional tensors into a single FNO. Nev-224

ertheless, different source locations and frequencies significantly increase the complex-225

ity of the mapping between the inputs and the wavefields. To partially counteract the226

increasing mapping complexity, we hereby propose the paralleled Fourier neural oper-227

ator (PFNO), a structure in which we stack multiple FNOs in parallel and let each of228

them specialize in only one frequency. In other words, each FNO only takes two vari-229

able parameters, the source location and the velocity, instead of three. Figure 2 depicts230

the data flow through PFNO.231

4 Numerical Experiments232

4.1 Datasets233

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of FNO and PFNO using 6 datasets234

from the dataset collection OpenFWI, namely CurveFault-A & CurveFault-B, Style-A235

& Style-B, and FlatVel-A & FlatVel-B. More specifically, CurveFault-A and CurveFault-236

B contain discontinuities (geological faults) in the velocity models. These faults are in-237

duced by shifting the rock layers. Of note, CurveFault-B exhibits more complicated changes238

of the velocities than CurveFault-A. In contrast, FlatVel-A and FlatVel-B have flat layer239

interfaces without faults, but the velocity values are randomly distributed across differ-240

ent depths in FlatVel-B, which increases the complexity. The velocity models in Style-241

A and Style-B are generated with style transfer, where the Marmousi model (Brougois242

et al., 1990) serves as the style image while the content images are drawn from the COCO243

dataset (Lin et al., 2014). The difference between them is that the velocity models in244

Style-A are smoother. In the above datasets, the spatial domain is defined on a 70×70245
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Figure 2: Structure of PFNO: each FNO receives data of only one frequency.

grid with ∆x = ∆z = 10 m, and all velocity values fall in the interval [1500 m/s, 4500 m/s].246

Figure 3 displays examples from each of the datasets.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3: Velocity models: (a) CurveFault-A; (b) Style-A; (c) FlatVel-A; (d) CurveFault-

B ; (e) Style-B ; (f) FlatVel-B.

247
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Based on the velocity models, we solve eq. (1) by a high-order finite difference scheme (Jin

et al., 2022) to obtain the labels (ground truth wavefields). Let ptx,z := p(t, x, z). The

temporal derivative approximated with the second-order central difference

∂2p

∂t2
≈ pt+∆t

x,z − 2ptx,z + pt−∆t
x,z

∆t2
.

To guarantee the accuracy, the Laplacian is discretized with the fourth-order central dif-

ference,

∇2p =
∂2p

∂x2
+
∂2p

∂z2
≈ 1

∆x2

2∑

i=−2

cip
t
x+i,z +

1

∆z2

2∑

i=−2

cip
t
x,z+i,

where c−1 = c1 = − 1
12 , c−2 = c2 = 4

3 , c0 = − 5
2 are the coefficients. For convenience,

we write x+ i := x+ i∆x and z + i := z + i∆z. With vx,z := v(x, z), stx,z := s(t, x, z),

eq. (1) can be discretized as follows,

1

∆x2

2∑

i=−2

cip
t
x+i,z +

1

∆z2

2∑

i=−2

cip
t
x,z+i −

pt+∆t
x,z − 2ptx,z + pt−∆t

x,z

v2
x,z∆t

2
= stx,z.

To satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition for numerical stability, we take248

∆t = 0.001 and let the finite difference solve to t = 1. The source is generated by the249

Ricker wavelet whose peak frequency is set at 15Hz. Moreover, 120 absorbing layers with250

damping parameters are applied around the spatial domain to avoid reflection artifacts.251

Lastly, we apply the Fourier transform to the t dimension and convert the time domain252

wavefields to the frequency domain wavefields which will be the labels. Notably, the fre-253

quency domain wavefields are complex-valued. When training FNOs, we split the com-254

plex numbers into real and imaginary parts. The training loss is then obtained by av-255

eraging the losses from the two parts.256

As mentioned in Section 3, we intend to incorporate multiple source locations and257

frequencies. Particularly, the datasets have five sources at a depth of 10m below the sur-258

face. Horizontally, they are distributed evenly from 0m to 690m. On the other hand, the259

selection of the frequencies is slightly more sophisticated. With a fast Fourier transform260

(FFT) from the time domain, there are 1, 000 frequencies corresponding to the 1, 000 time261

steps. However, it is computationally prohibitive to learn the wavefields of all the fre-262

quencies. Hence, a common technique in the field of signal processing is adopted in this263

work. Specifically, we attend to the magnitude of the wavefields since it reflects the en-264

ergy level of the frequency domain signal. Then, we only focus on the spectrum that con-265

tributes to the majority of the total energy. Based on CurveFault-A, we plot the mag-266

nitude against the frequencies in Figure 4. Over 90% of the energy is contributed by the267

signals of the spectrum 1Hz ∼ 30Hz. Of note, the magnitude has an almost identical dis-268

tribution over frequencies in other datasets. Therefore, it is chosen to be the spectrum269

of interest.270

4.2 Wavefield prediction271

The motivation of applying FNO/PFNO is to obtain a numerical solver that can272

quickly map velocity models to their corresponding wavefields. In this part, we demon-273

strate the performance of the FNO-based models on the aforementioned datasets. In the274
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Figure 4: Spectrum of interest for CurveFault-A: the magnitude is averaged over the di-

mension of space, source, and sample.

following experiments, we use 15, 000 velocity models for training and 3, 000 for testing.275

Moreover, we allow 600 epochs in the training with a batch size of 16. The initial learn-276

ing rate is set to 0.0016 which is decayed by a factor of 0.5 every 125 epochs. For the277

optimization purpose, the AdamW optimizer is applied with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and278

weight decay 0.0001. Following the setting in (Li et al., 2020a), we admit 4 Fourier lay-279

ers in FNO and only 12 Fourier modes for truncation. The other hyperparameter in FNO280

is the width of each Fourier layer. In PFNO, the dimensions are specified by the rule:281

1) 32 if the frequency is in [1Hz, 15Hz]; 2) 64 if the frequency is in [16Hz, 25Hz]; 3) 96282

if the frequency is in [26Hz, 30Hz]. This is consistent with the fact that the higher the283

frequency, the more complicated the wavefield.284

Starting with a simple case of only one source location and one frequency, we train285

two FNOs based on the CurveFault-A dataset. In this experiment, the source is located286

on the right upper corner of the domain. For comparison purposes, the two FNOs are287

trained on data of 10Hz and 30Hz, respectively. In addition, the width is 32 for the 10Hz288

data, whereas we use 96 for 30Hz data in that it is much more challenging to fit. As Fig-289

ure 5 verifies, the wavefields of 30Hz data have smaller wavelengths as well as more promi-290

nent scattering effects. Consequently, the FNO trained on 10Hz data outperforms its coun-291

terpart in terms of the relative misfit (absolute difference between the prediction and the292

label). Additionally, the imaginary part has highly similar patterns to the real part re-293

gardless of the data frequency, but they differ in magnitude.294

The mapping between the inputs and the wavefield becomes significantly more com-295

plicated when multiple source locations and frequencies are incorporated. In our numer-296

ical experiments, we find that the frequency has a greater impact on the performance297

of FNO than the source location. Therefore, we propose the PFNO structure where mul-298

tiple FNOs are paralleled. Each of these FNOs only approaches data of a single frequency299
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Wavefield with a single source location and a single frequency based on a veloc-

ity model from CurveFault-A: (a) 10Hz; (b) 30Hz; the first row of each sub-figure shows

the real part and the second row shows the imaginary part.

(but still of multiple source locations). Hence, the source location and the velocity are300

the variable parameters for each FNO. In the numerical experiments, the datasets have301
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the aforementioned 5 source locations and the following 10 frequencies: {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 15, 19, 25, 30}Hz.302

We choose more lower than higher frequencies in the experiments mainly to solve seis-303

mic imaging problems like FWI, where the lower frequency components are more impor-304

tant than the higher ones. It is because the lower frequencies represent the fundamen-305

tal low-wavenumber part of subsurface kinematics, and lack of such information leads306

to the higher frequencies cycle-skipping problems (Brossier et al., 2009).307

Figures 6, 7, and 8 visualize the performance of PFNO on CurveFault datasets, Style308

datasets, and FlatVel datasets, respectively. For demonstration purposes, only the real309

part of the 25Hz wavefields is shown since the imaginary part is similar. As depicted in310

Figure 6, the geological faults induce a number of scattering artifacts that form the cob-311

webs in some local areas. Given smooth features in the velocity models, Figure 7a ex-312

hibits smooth curves in the wavefields as expected. In comparison, ruffled layers man-313

ifest in Figure 7b. The irregularities in Figure 8 reveal the reflections of energy between314

layer interfaces, although these interfaces are flat. Since Style and FlatVel have relatively315

simpler wavefields, PFNO performs better on these two families than on CurveFault. No-316

tably, the resolution of the wavefield at a certain point is inverse proportional to its wave-317

length and the velocity value at that point if we fix the frequency. Thus, the blurry parts318

are caused by the small wavenumber at the current frequency. In addition, we also vi-319

sualize the time domain wavefields reconstructed by inverse Fourier transform in appendix Ap-320

pendix A.321

As a comparison, we also implement a single FNO with a width of 96 that takes322

source location, frequency, and velocity into its inputs. In addition, an encoder-decoder323

architecture is introduced as an image-to-image method. This architecture is inspired324

by InversionNet (Wu & Lin, 2019). With the purpose of solving the forward problem,325

an encoder of 11 convolutional layers maps the velocity model to a latent space, and then326

a decoder also of 11 convolutional layers maps the latent representation to the wavefield.327

For convenience, it is named ForwardNet. The specific structure and hyperparameters328

of ForwardNet can be found in Appendix Appendix B. Similarly, we examine the per-329

formance of FNO and ForwardNet on the 6 datasets and compare them with PFNO. Here,330

the mean-squared error (MSE) is employed to measure how PFNO performs on the test-331

ing set. As Table 1 shows, PFNO consistently outperforms the other two models on all332

datasets. To provide an intuitive comparison, Figure 9 visualizes the predicted wavefields333

and the ground truth using a 25Hz example from CurveFault-A. Highly agitated patterns334

of the layer edges are recognized by PFNO, whereas FNO and ForwardNet only capture335

the smooth part. Moreover, the wavefields predicted by FNO turn blurry as the wave336

spreads rightward, but PFNO still gives sharp scatterings, as the ground truth suggests.337

338

4.3 Generalization339

The model’s ability to generalize to other datasets is of importance. If a trained340

model only approximates certain patterns within a dataset instead of the intrinsic prop-341

erties of the Helmholtz operator, it needs to be retrained once the features of the veloc-342

ity model change, which offsets the benefit of fast inference. To examine the generaliza-343
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Real part of 25Hz wavefields - CurveFault : (a) CurveFault-A; (b) CurveFault-B.

Table 1: Performance of the models, measured by MSE

FNO ForwardNet PFNO

CurveFault-A 4.231e-05 4.441e-05 3.357e-05

CurveFault-B 2.213e-04 2.588e-04 1.959e-04

Style-A 2.262e-05 3.304e-05 1.713e-05

Style-B 1.702e-05 2.575e-05 8.478e-06

FlatVel-A 8.280e-06 1.372e-05 3.209e-06

FlatVel-B 3.316e-05 3.591e-05 2.302e-05

tion of PFNO, we hereby conduct a cross-dataset generalization test. More specifically,344

we test the performance of each trained PFNO in section 4.2 on the other 5 datasets.345

In Table 2, the diagonal marks the intra-dataset test results. As expected, the smallest346

error for each testing set appears on the diagonal. Since CurveFault-A and CurveFault-347

B share similar features in their velocity models, PFNO trained on either one general-348
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Real part of 25Hz wavefields - Style: (a) Style-A; (b) Style-B.

izes to the other. Furthermore, PFNOs trained on them can adapt to all other datasets349

except FlatVel-B because the CurveFault family admits features seen in the other two350

families, such as curves and layered structures. Interestingly, the Style-A-trained PFNO351

has a mild generalization to CurveFault-A, but it fails to generalize to CurveFault-B. Also,352

it can generalize to Style-B despite sharper features in it. In contrast, its Style-B -trained353

counterpart only adapts to Style-A. This is presumably caused by the unique sharp fea-354

tures in Style-B. Among the 3 families, FlatVel seems to be biased to the other two dis-355

tributions because it contains only flat layers and no lateral variation. Thus, PFNOs trained356

on them are unable to generalize to the others. Although the FlatVel-B -trained PFNO357

makes accurate predictions on FlatVel-A, the opposite direction does not apply. The rea-358

son roots in the randomly distributed velocities across layers in FlatVel-B.359

Although this work focuses on whether our FNO-based models generalize on ve-360

locity, it is also worth exploring their generalization on frequency. Since PFNO does not361

actually take frequency as a variable parameter, our experiments thereof target an FNO362

with a width of 128. It is trained with multiple frequencies, and only 1 source location363
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Real part of 25Hz wavefields - FlatVel : (a) FlatVel-A; (b) FlatVel-B.

Table 2: Cross-dataset generalization: the rows are the training sets and the columns are

the testing sets; errors are measured by MSE.

CurveFault-A CurveFault-B Style-A Style-B FlatVel-A FlatVel-B

CurveFault-A 3.357e-05 8.873e-04 2.067e-04 1.269e-04 8.963e-05 3.451e-03

CurveFault-B 1.070e-04 1.959e-04 6.748e-05 4.835e-05 8.869e-05 2.034e-03

Style-A 8.221e-04 1.853e-03 1.713e-05 2.834e-05 2.851e-03 6.607e-03

Style-B 1.232e-02 2.768e-02 2.294e-04 8.478e-06 2.268e-02 3.550e-01

FlatVel-A 3.040e-03 4.793e-03 2.377e-03 1.070e-03 3.209e-06 1.185e-03

FlatVel-B 3.015e-03 4.704e-03 2.382e-03 1.054e-03 1.185e-05 2.302e-05

is included in the training data to dampen the impact of the source location. More specif-364

ically, we perform 4 experiments using data from CurveFault-A, each with 30 training365

frequencies and 5 testing frequencies. The details are listed as follows: 1) training fre-366

quencies 1 ∼ 5Hz + 11 ∼ 35Hz, testing frequencies 6 ∼ 10Hz; 2) training frequen-367

cies 1 ∼ 15Hz + 21 ∼ 35Hz, testing frequencies 6 ∼ 10Hz; 3) training frequencies 1 ∼368
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Model performance comparison: (a) FNO; (b) ForwardNet; (c) PFNO; (d)

Ground Truth.

25Hz + 31 ∼ 35Hz, testing frequencies 6 ∼ 10Hz; 4) training frequencies 4 ∼ 33Hz ,369

testing frequencies 1, 2, 3, 34, 35Hz. Indicated by the selection of frequencies, the first three370

experiments are intended for interpolation, while the last one tests on extrapolation. Ta-371

ble 3 shows that the closer the testing frequencies are to the training frequencies, the bet-372

ter the performance, which is consistent with our anticipation. Of note, this pattern does373

not apply to the third experiment because the magnitude of the wavefields drops so dras-374

tically within these testing frequencies that the decrease in the generalization does not375

manifest. Moreover, FNO does not generalize well on low-frequency wavefields but out-376

puts relatively accurate wavefields on higher frequencies. However, better performance377

results from the similarity between training wavefields and testing wavefields on high fre-378

quencies. For the low frequencies, e.g., 6 ∼ 10Hz, the wavefields differ significantly from379

one another. Thus, we can only claim a weak generalization of FNO on frequency.380
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Table 3: Generalization on frequency: FNO is trained with velocity models from

CurveFault-A; errors are measured by MSE.

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 Experiment 4

6Hz 5.696e-03 16Hz 1.022e-04 26Hz 4.420e-05 1Hz 2.093e-03

7Hz 1.680e-02 17Hz 2.048e-04 27Hz 4.411e-05 2Hz 1.135e-03

8Hz 1.515e-02 18Hz 2.266e-04 28Hz 3.909e-05 3Hz 1.432e-04

9Hz 5.106e-03 19Hz 1.472e-04 29Hz 3.061e-05 34Hz 7.366e-06

10Hz 3.821e-04 20Hz 8.412e-05 30Hz 2.215e-05 35Hz 7.685e-06

4.4 Robustness381

In reality, the measurement of the seismic pressure is prone to the errors of the re-382

ceivers (sensors). This requires our neural network model to perform consistently un-383

der a certain level of uncertainty. To test the robustness of the model, we inject random384

noise into the labels and training PFNOs with these noisy labels. In particular, zero-mean385

Gaussian i.i.d. random variables are added to the labels in CurveFault-A. To control the386

uncertainty level, we specify different standard deviations when generating the Gaussian387

random variables. To ensure that the data has a similar magnitude, we select these 5388

frequencies in the training: [11, 13, 15, 17, 19]Hz.389

The result is exhibited in Figure 10. It is not surprising to observe an upward trend390

in the training MSE. Since the random noise constantly perturbs the labels, it is more391

challenging to learn the mapping. As a strong contrast, the testing MSE is barely im-392

pacted by the stochasticity up to 0.01 standard deviation which is approximately 10%393

of the average magnitudes. Instead of ascending, the testing MSE even decreases slightly.394

An explanation is that stochasticity actually serves as a regularization. This benefits the395

training of PFNO because the random noises prevent the optimizer from driving towards396

sharp minima. Hence, PFNO generalizes slightly better.397

4.5 Computational efficiency398

One major motivation for applying deep learning models over traditional methods399

is their fast inference. In the case of a large-scale dataset, i.e., tens of thousands of ve-400

locity models, it is time-consuming to solve the Helmholtz equation with traditional meth-401

ods. In comparison, FNO and PFNO predict a wavefield within several milliseconds on402

average. Nevertheless, the apparent drawback is that they demand hours for training which403

is the typical off-line efforts for DL-based scientific computing like PINN and DeepONet.404

Therefore, we take both the training and inference time into consideration when com-405

paring the efficiency of FNO and PFNO with a traditional method, the “optimal” 9-point406

finite difference method (Jo et al., 1996).407

The comparison is performed in two settings: 1) single source location and single408

frequency; 2) 5 source locations and 10 frequencies. In the first case, an FNO is trained409
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Figure 10: Robustness test: PFNO is trained with different level of Gaussian noises

added to the labels

with 1 GPU, while we exploit 4 GPUs to train a PFNO in the second case. However,410

both cases use only 1 GPU for inference. Again, there are 15, 000 velocity models for train-411

ing and 3, 000 for inference. In the inference, the batch size of both FNO and PFNO is412

set to 64. Not surprisingly, FNO outputs a wavefield in 4.23e-04 seconds on average in413

case 1. On the other hand, the “optimal” 9-point method needs about 2.30 seconds to414

solve the equation based on a velocity model. The speed advantage of PFNO is more415

significant with multiple sources and frequencies. For the multi-source and multi-frequency416

experiment setup on the same velocity model, PFNO averages 9.63e-03 seconds to pre-417

dict the wavefield, while in contrast, the “optimal” 9-point method takes 145.65 seconds418

on average. Considering that FNO and PFNO took 2.33 hours and 12.02 hours for train-419

ing, respectively, we consolidate them with their inference time, which makes the com-420

parison more reasonable. As Figure 11a illustrates, FNO has a negligible marginal in-421

crease in the wall time as the number of velocity models increases, leading to an almost422

flat line. Moreover, FNO is more efficient if more than 3, 648 velocity models are to be423

approached, even though the training time is incorporated. A similar conclusion can be424

drawn from Figure 11b, only that PFNO is even more preferable. Provided that we have425

more than 298 velocity models in the dataset, PFNO prevails over the traditional method426

in terms of speed. From the evidence above, one may verify the efficiency of FNO and427

PFNO in large-scale inferences.428

To investigate how the change in grid size affects efficiency, we further train FNOs429

based on grids of different sizes. The velocity models in the aforementioned datasets are430

defined on the 70×70 grid. Based on CurveFault-A, we hereby generate velocity mod-431

els in the following sizes with interpolation: 1) 50× 50; 2) 60× 60; 3) 80× 80; 4) 90×432

90. Again, the FNOs are trained with 15, 000 velocity models and tested on 3, 000. Par-433

ticularly, we only include a single source location and 10Hz data on the same GPU to434

ensure consistency. As shown in Table 4, the computation time of the “optimal” 9-point435

method soars up as the grid size increases. In contrast, both the training and testing time436
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(a) (b)

Figure 11: Efficiency comparison based on velocity models from CurveFault-A: (a) case

1; (2) case 2; the training time of both FNO and PFNO corresponds to 15, 000 training

samples of the velocity model.

of FNO grow at an acceptable rate. Therefore, FNO has an edge over the “optimal” 9-437

point method in terms of the wall time when the grid size grows large.

Table 4: Efficiency comparison on grids of different sizes based on velocity models from

CurveFault-A: the training time of FNO corresponds to 15, 000 velocity models; the test-

ing time of FNO and the computation time of the “optimal” 9-point method correspond

to 3, 000 velocity models.

size training time (hours) testing time (seconds) optimal 9-point method (seconds)

50× 50 1.76 1.07 502.65

60× 60 1.93 1.14 616.03

70× 70 2.13 1.24 749.97

80× 80 2.58 1.48 907.35

90× 90 3.20 1.61 1091.33

438

5 Discussion439

The propagation of seismic waves implies geological subsurface information. There-440

fore, understanding wave propagation, which is governed by the wave equation, on ve-441

locity models with certain features has far-reaching benefits in the study of seismology.442

In practice, one might encounter thousands or even tens of thousands of velocity mod-443

els. However, it can be computationally expensive for traditional solvers to solve the wave444

equation with such a large number of velocity models. In pursuit of accurate and fast445
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numerical solvers based on deep learning, we introduce FNO and PFNO that efficiently446

solve the Helmholtz equation on multiple velocity models.447

Accuracy is a key factor when evaluating a numerical solver for differential equa-448

tions. In this work, our numerical experiments show that FNO-based solvers achieve high449

accuracy on variable velocity models. The accuracy stems from the expressive power of450

the neural operator defined as a composition of integrals (Li et al., 2020a, 2020b), in each451

of which a neural network parameterizes a generalized Green’s function of a (differen-452

tial) operator. The activation functions provide nonlinearity to the composition, bolster-453

ing its ability to approximate complicated functional mappings in infinite-dimensional454

space. In our context, velocity is not a fixed parameter but a function of location (x, z).455

Hence, we leverage the neural operator to map the velocity to the solution of the Helmholtz456

equation, which is also a function of location. With 4 Fourier layers (Li et al., 2020a),457

FNO is capable of approximating the complicated mapping between the input velocity458

models and the frequency domain wavefield. On the 6 datasets in OpenFWI, FNO yields459

accurate predicted wavefields, even for high frequency data as illustrated in Figure 5. Mul-460

tiple source locations and frequencies need to be considered in practice. The performance461

of FNO is unsatisfactory if we naively add the source location and the frequency into462

the input due to the increasing complexity of the mapping. Consequently, much more463

wavefield data based on different source locations and frequencies must be incorporated464

for the training. However, the storage required is infeasible, given such a large number465

of velocity models. As a countermeasure, PFNO lets data of different frequencies be treated466

by specialized FNO. In this architecture, the frequency is no longer a variable param-467

eter in the input. Then, PFNO is trained under the multi-source-location and multi-frequency468

setting, and it outperforms FNO and ForwardNet on all the testing datasets. In partic-469

ular, ForwardNet considers the velocity models and the wavefields as pure images. There-470

fore, it does not exploit any information from the Helmholtz equation. In addition, it471

is mesh-dependent since it does not take the location as a part of the input. Despite still472

being a purely data-driven method, PFNO implicitly uses the equation by generalizing473

the idea of Green’s function. Following this discussion, we state that the maximum mis-474

fit might be large in the exceedingly irregular parts of the wavefield, although the error475

is small in the average sense. A potential improvement is to explicitly embed the Helmholtz476

equation in the training, as in PINN (Raissi et al., 2019).477

The generalization of FNO-based solvers affects their wide applicabilities, since poor478

generalization amounts to retraining the model when a new dataset is to be solved. We479

expect PFNO to adapt to unseen velocity models and still be able to make accurate pre-480

dictions. The cross-dataset generalization test is performed for verification, where test-481

ing samples come from other datasets. The result is consistent with our expectation as482

PFNO generalizes well to the velocity models that share features in common with the483

ones in the training set. In contrast, generalization should not be expected if the veloc-484

ity models differ significantly. For example, the PFNO trained on CurveFault-B gener-485

alizes to Style-B because the velocity models have curved structures in both. However,486

it has a poor performance on FlatVel-B since the velocity models have flat layers, and487

the velocity values are distributed randomly across layers. Moreover, we also investigated488
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FNO’s generalization on frequency while maintaining its generalization on velocity. The489

experiments use 30 frequencies for training and 5 frequencies for testing. FNO only has490

weak generalization in high frequency wavefields. This is because wavefields of high fre-491

quencies look alike, while low frequency wavefields are disparate from one another. The492

lack of generalization on frequency results from insufficient diversity of frequency. Im-493

proving it requires us to incorporate data of more frequencies with a smaller interval.494

In our experiments, 30 frequencies are incorporated with a 1Hz interval. We might need495

to reduce the interval to 0.1Hz. Certainly, the size of the dataset will grow considerably496

when more frequencies are incorporated, which restricts the number of velocity models497

given a fixed storage space. Hence, it remains an open research topic to improve the gen-498

eralization on frequency with a limited increase in the dataset size.499

Another pragmatic property of the FNO-based solvers is that they are insensitive500

to the measurement error of the receiver since the error is almost inevitable in practice.501

By injecting random noise into the ground truth wavefields, we simulate the measure-502

ment error. The magnitude of the error is controlled by the standard deviation of the503

random noise. Although the training error slightly rises, the testing error of PFNO re-504

mains stable. A possible explanation is that the random noise prevents PFNO from over-505

fitting the training data and enables it to better generalize to the testing data. In other506

words, PFNO is robust against random noise.507

Finally, we address the computational efficiency of FNO and PFNO. The numer-508

ical tests demonstrate that they have a significant edge of speed over the “optimal” 9-509

point method, given a large number of velocity models. More specifically, FNO prevails510

over the “optimal” 9-point method when we need to solve thousands of velocity mod-511

els. Under the multi-source-location and multi-frequency setting, PFNO gains the edge512

even though only hundreds of velocity models are present. The speed-up is the result513

of comprehensive factors. First of all, FNO and PFNO leverage FFT with complexity514

O(n log(n)) for fast computation and truncate the number of Fourier modes used. In terms515

of the hardware, paralleling computing is efficiently utilized when we harness multiple516

GPUs. Although it takes a couple of hours for training, the inference (testing) process517

only takes seconds to handle thousands of velocity models. In practice, this speed-up en-518

ables them to serve as a building block for other models in the related research.519

To further elaborate on the contribution to the community, we emphasize the po-520

tential of the FNO-based solvers in inverse problems. Full waveform inversion is one of521

the commonly used techniques to invert the subsurface structures in regional exploration522

surveys, carbon capture and storage sites, Earth interior imaging, and many other ap-523

plications. A successful FWI requires hundreds of forward and adjoint wavefield simu-524

lation steps that are implemented in the velocity models of similar distributions. Our525

proposed FNO and PFNO solvers can instantly solve the forward wavefield in the fre-526

quency domain once trained. The adjoint wavefield, which requires the ability to deal527

with multiple source functions (adjoint sources), may need further development of the528

proposed PFNO network.529
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6 Conclusion530

In this work, the Fourier neural operator (FNO) is applied to efficiently solve the531

Helmholtz equation under the context of variable velocity. Furthermore, we extend FNO532

to the multi-source and multi-frequency setting and propose the paralleled Fourier neu-533

ral operator (PFNO) that consists of a group of FNOs. The paralleled structure distributes534

the data of different frequencies to different FNOs such that each FNO concentrates on535

a single frequency but multiple sources. PFNO achieves high accuracy even on the com-536

plicated high-frequency wavefields, while FNO has less impressive performance. In the537

numerical experiments on the 6 OpenFWI datasets, we demonstrate the accuracy of PFNO538

with wavefields visualization and show that it outperforms FNO and ForwardNet on all539

the 6 datasets. Moreover, a trained PFNO is able to generalize to other datasets, pro-540

vided that the velocity models share similar features. In terms of generalization on fre-541

quency, our experiments show only a weak ability to generalize to unseen frequencies,542

which might be a limitation of the current models. We will leave the realization of gen-543

eralization on frequency to future work. In the case of noisy data, PFNO shows robust-544

ness against the noise. This strength makes PFNO reliable against measurement errors545

in practice. Finally, the “optimal” 9-point method is compared with PFNO in terms of546

computational efficiency. PFNO embraces fast inferences as expected, taking millisec-547

onds to solve for the wavefield corresponding to a velocity model. Even when the train-548

ing time is incorporated, PFNO still gains an edge over the “optimal” 9-point method,549

given a large number of velocity models. With the strengths discussed above, FNO or550

PFNO can be a building block of an accurate and fast numerical solver for the Helmholtz551

equation when the model approaches a large number of velocity models.552

Appendix A Reconstructed Time Domain Wavefields553

The wave propagation in the time domain describes how the energy spreads out-554

ward from the source in a straightforward way. Hence, we attempt to visualize the time555

domain wavefields at different time points. Since time domain wavefields can be obtained556

by applying inverse Fourier transform to frequency domain wavefields, we train a PFNO557

on data with a single source location and 10 frequencies, 11 ∼ 20Hz. The frequencies558

are truncated due to the limit of the computational resources although there should be559

1000 frequencies theoretically if the goal is to perfectly reconstruct the time domain wave-560

fields with ∆t = 0.001 seconds up to 1 second. For a fair comparison, we filter out other561

frequencies in the ground truth as well. Thereafter, the predictions of the PFNO and562

truncated ground truth are transformed to the time domain and the real part of them563

is preserved, leading to the reconstructed time domain wavefields. As explained above,564

the reconstructed wavefields are not the same as the true time domain wavefields because565

of the missing frequencies. An example is given in Figure A1. As time elapses, the reg-566

ular shape of the wave turns irregular as scatters show up.567

To better observe the error in the time domain, we select 2 locations, i.e, (x, z) =568

(190, 550) and (x, z) = (600, 110), for which the wave pressure trace is plotted. As569

indicated in Figure A1, the error at the first location is more significant than the error570
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure A1: Time domain wavefields reconstructed by inverse Fourier transform after fre-

quency truncation: (a) wavefields at 100 millisecond; (b) wavefields at 250 millisecond; (c)

wavefields at 400 millisecond. The ground truth is also obtained after frequency trunca-

tion.
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at the second. This description is verified in Figure A2, where the trace plot depicts the571

time-varying pattern of both the prediction and the label.

(a)

(b)

Figure A2: Trace plot of the reconstructed wavefields at two locations: (a) trace plot at

location (x, z) = (190, 550); (b) trace plot at location (x, z) = (600, 110).

572

Appendix B ForwardNet Architecture573

The architecture of the encoder is shown in Table B1, where conv stands for a con-574

volutional layer. Each convolutional layer consists of a convolutional, a batch normal-575

ization (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015), and a leaky ReLU activation function (Nair & Hinton,576

2010) with slope 0.2. Of note, the kernel size is fixed at 3 for each convolution. The columns577

in channel and out channel represent the number of channels applied in each layer. Also,578
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we show the changes in data size throughout the layers in the last two columns. As a579

result, the latent representations have the dimension 512× 1× 1.

Table B1: Encoder

layer in channel out channel stride padding in size out size

conv 3 32 2 1 70×70 35×35

conv 32 32 1 1 35×35 35×35

conv 32 64 2 1 35×35 18×18

conv 64 64 1 1 18×18 18×18

conv 64 128 2 1 18×18 9×9

conv 128 128 1 1 9×9 9×9

conv 128 256 2 1 9×9 5×5

conv 256 256 1 1 5×5 5×5

conv 256 512 2 1 5×5 3×3

conv 512 512 1 1 3×3 3×3

conv 512 512 2 0 3×3 1×1

580

On the other hand, Table B2 reveals the details of the decoder structure. The afore-581

mentioned convolutional layer is also a part of the building block in the decoder. In this582

table, the kernel is set in size 3 as well. The stride and the padding are hidden since they583

are fixed at 1 and 1, respectively, in all convolutions. Moreover, up conv stands for the584

combination of an up-sampling operation and a convolutional layer. To avoid the “checker-585

board effect”, ForwardNet employs up-sampling instead of deconvolution (transposed586

convolution). The up-sampling operation is implemented with the nearest-value mode587

and has a parameter scale that controls the output size. Besides up conv and conv, the588

crop layer removes the surrounding part of the intermediate representation and retrieves589

the middle component to obtain the 70×70 size that matches the wavefield. Finally, the590

output channel is 2 because the wavefield is complex-valued. The two channels corre-591

spond to the real part and the imaginary part.592

Open Research Section593

The velocity models used as inputs of the FNO-based solvers can be found in the594

open-access Zenodo repository with DOI 10.5281/zenodo.7272136. The corresponding595

URL link is https://zenodo.org/record/7272136. For a more detailed description596

of the velocity models, we refer the reader to the OpenFWI dataset collection (Deng et597

al., 2021).598
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Table B2: Decoder

layer in channel out channel scale in size out size

up conv 512 512 5 1×1 5×5

conv 512 512 5×5 5×5

up conv 512 256 2 5×5 10×10

conv 256 256 10×10 10×10

up conv 256 128 2 10×10 20×20

conv 128 128 20×20 20×20

up conv 128 64 2 20×20 40×40

conv 64 64 40×40 40×40

up conv 64 32 2 40×40 80×80

conv 32 32 80×80 80×80

crop 80×80 70×70

conv 32 2 70×70 70×70
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